
3826 : Tools chest  

 
- Large removable storage tray inside the box, - 2 removable embedded storage trays (polycarbonate) + 1

built-in storage over the entire length, on the upper side of the cover, - 2 metal closing, - Measurement 

conversion chart on the inner side of the cover, - V groove with gradations  in cm in the upper side of the 

cover, - Handle fully retractable into the cover for easy box staking, - Ergonomic handle with metallic 

fastening. 

EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS 

MM 
KG REF 

500 X 240 X 230 2,000 382640 

660 X 270 X 260 4,250 382641 
  

 
 

3826 : Worksite roller box  

 

Storage over 3 Levels (2 removable trays inside), - Storage suited to current requirements, - Modern design, - 2

very sturdy rollers, - Retractable traction handle, - Cover with anti-slip surface, resisting to a load of 113 kg, - 

Closing with metal pin locks, - can be closed with a padlock, - Dimensions : 67 x 39.5 x 43 cm (L x p x h). 

INTERNAL DIMENSIONS MM KG REF 

670 X 395 X 430 7,710 382645 
  

 
3826 : Leather/aluminium plumber bag 

 

- Can undergo until 10 kg, - Aluminium structure assuring a maximal resistance, - Solution for all types of tools, -

Easy to use or carry thanks to its carrying slung across the shoulder, - Real black leather, - Capacity : 35 L. 

 

INTERNAL DIMENSIONS MM KG REF 

520 X 180 X 200 2,050 382665 
  



3826 : Leather fitter’s tool bag     
 

 

Top quality tan leather, waterprooofed. Reinforced stitching. Buckle fasteners. 3 double leather studs on the 

underside of the bag. Inside pocket. 

INTERNAL DIMENSIONS MM KG REF 

500 X 160 X 160 1,800 382670 
  

 
3826 : Metal fitter’s tool bag 

 

 

Painted sheet metal. Replaceable strap. Lid with closing flaps. 

INTERNAL DIMENSIONS MM KG REF 

550 X 180 X 250 3,920 382685 
  

 


